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Abstract
Recently, inserting task-specific plugins such001
as adapters and prompts into a unified pre-002
trained model (PTM) to handle multiple tasks003
has become an efficient paradigm for NLP. In004
this paper, we explore to extend this paradigm005
from task adaptation to document representa-006
tion. Specifically, we introduce plug-and-play007
representation learning of documents (named008
PlugD), which aims to represent each document009
as a unified task-agnostic plugins. By insert-010
ing document plugins as well as task plugins011
into the PTM for downstream tasks, we can en-012
code a document one time to handle different013
tasks, which is more efficient than conventional014
methods that learn task-specific encoders to015
represent documents. Extensive experiments016
on 7 datasets of 5 typical NLP tasks show that017
PlugD enables models to encode documents018
once and for all with a unified PTM as basis, re-019
sulting in a 3.2× tuning and inference speedup020
while achieving comparable or even better per-021
formance. Besides, we also find that plugins022
can serve as an effective way to inject external023
knowledge into task-specific models, improv-024
ing model performance without any additional025
model training. Our code and plugins will be026
released to advance future work.027

1 Introduction028

In recent years, fine-tuning pre-trained models029

(PTMs) (Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019;030

Raffel et al., 2020) has been widely used in var-031

ious NLP tasks and achieved breakthrough per-032

formance. But the paradigm of tuning all param-033

eters of PTMs for ever-increasing tasks results034

in low computational efficiency. For this prob-035

lem, many researchers are committed to exploring036

parameter-efficient tuning (Houlsby et al., 2019;037

Ding et al., 2022), aiming to freeze PTMs and learn038

additional task-specific plugins for PTMs, such as039

adapters (Houlsby et al., 2019) and prompts (Liu040

et al., 2021). Sufficient empirical results show that041

we can obtain performance comparable to tuning042
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Figure 1: Illustration of plug-and-play representation
learning. The document representation is decoupled
from tasks. By plugging document plugins as well as
task-specific functional plugins into a unified PTM, we
can handle multiple tasks such as question answering
and information retrieval.

all parameters, by inserting these additional plugins 043

into a frozen PTM. As a result, processing multi- 044

ple tasks with a unified PTM as the backbone has 045

gradually become a common paradigm for NLP. 046

Despite taking a unified model backbone across 047

tasks, existing methods still need to build task- 048

specific encoders to generate non-uniform docu- 049

ment representation for specific tasks, i.e., a docu- 050

ment has to be encoded multiple times for different 051

tasks. Hence, a natural question is raised: based on 052

a unified PTM, can we further learn unified docu- 053

ment representations for multiple tasks, encoding 054

documents once and for all and with guaranteed 055

transferability? If we can obtain unified document 056

representations based on a unified backbone model, 057

this can form a new learning paradigm with better 058

transferability and less computational overhead. 059

Inspired by parameter-efficient tuning (Ding 060

et al., 2022) to learn task plugins, we propose to rep- 061

resent documents as task-agnostic plug-and-play 062

modules around a unified PTM. Different from 063

feature-based representation learning (Bengio et al., 064

2013; Dai et al., 2015), document plugins are not 065

only features but also tiny neural layers that can 066

drive the backbone PTM. In Figure 1, documents 067

are encoded only once before task adaptation, and 068
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document representations are all pluggable plugins.069

By plugging document plugins, the semantics and070

knowledge of documents can be injected into the071

backbone PTM to serve various downstream tasks.072

Due to plug-and-play representation learning, dur-073

ing task adaptation and inference, the model is only074

required to process task-specific inputs conditioned075

on document knowledge, with increasing minimal076

computational requirements and no redundant doc-077

ument encoding process.078

To represent documents as efficient plugins and079

generalize these plugins to various tasks, we rep-080

resent documents as additional prefix tokens (Li081

and Liang, 2021) for the attention layer of Trans-082

former (Vaswani et al., 2017). For the task adapta-083

tion, we follow delta tuning (Ding et al., 2022) to084

learn task plugins such as adapters (Houlsby et al.,085

2019). Since task plugins mainly act on the model086

weights while prefix tokens act on the hidden states,087

both document and task plugins are decoupled and088

have good composition, enabling document plugins089

to be task-agnostic. To enable document plugins090

with sufficient semantics and knowledge, we adopt091

two self-supervised tasks to tune plugin parame-092

ters, including masked query prediction and inverse093

context prediction. Specifically, by plugging a doc-094

ument plugin into the PTM, both two tasks require095

the model to acquire information from the plugged096

module to predict the results.097

To fulfill various requirements of different tasks,098

we propose two plugging strategies: plugging dur-099

ing tuning and plugging after tuning 1. For plug-100

ging during tuning, document plugins are used in101

both tuning and inference stages, and task plugins102

are trained when document plugins are plugged103

into the PTM. This setting is suitable for tasks104

that require documents as input context, such as105

question answering. In this way, the document do106

not need to be encoded multiple times, which can107

significantly reduce the computational cost. For108

plugging after tuning, document plugins are only109

used in the inference stage. This setting can be110

applied in tasks with external knowledge require-111

ments, such as relation classification. Different112

from previous knowledge-aware methods (Zhang113

et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021a), which require to114

re-train the models to inject knowledge, document115

plugins can be directly injected into task-specific116

models without additional model training.117

1Here tuning refers to downstream tuning, such as full-
model fine-tuning and parameter-efficient tuning.

To verify the effectiveness of our plug-and-play 118

framework, we conduct experiments on 7 datasets 119

of 5 typical NLP tasks. The results show that 120

we can generate document plugins once and suc- 121

cessfully adapt them to various downstream tasks. 122

Compared to competitive baselines that encode 123

documents and task-specific inputs simultaneously, 124

our plugin-based method can achieve more than 125

3.2× tuning and inference speedup with compara- 126

ble or even superior performance. Besides, utiliz- 127

ing document plugins can effectively introduce the 128

knowledge contained in documents into the down- 129

stream models. Specifically, via representing tex- 130

tual knowledge as plugins and injecting them into 131

downstream models, we achieve significant perfor- 132

mance improvements without any plugin adapta- 133

tion on both relation classification (1.22 accuracy 134

improvements) and entity typing (2.60 F1 improve- 135

ments). We argue that with the size of PTMs in- 136

creasing, it is an interesting and promising direction 137

to learn plug-and-play document representations, 138

which can be an effective and efficient foundation 139

to support various NLP tasks. 140

2 Related Work 141

2.1 Parameter-efficient Tuning 142

Recent pre-trained language models (PTMs) have 143

shown to be effective in transfering the pre-trained 144

parameters to downstream tasks for language rep- 145

resentation (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; 146

Raffel et al., 2020; Radford et al., 2018; Brown 147

et al., 2020; Han et al., 2021; Chowdhery et al., 148

2022). However, training and tuning large-scale 149

pre-trained models for ever-increasing tasks is ex- 150

pensive in computation and storage. To address 151

this issue, parameter-efficient tuning, which is also 152

known as delta tuning, is proposed to perform task 153

adaptation by fine-tuning only small amounts of 154

parameters and keeping other parameters fixed (Za- 155

ken et al., 2022; Houlsby et al., 2019; Lester et al., 156

2021; Liu et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2021; Ding et al., 157

2022). The task-specific modules possess play- 158

and-play characteristics and can effectively inject 159

task knowledge into PTMs. In results, PTMs and 160

parameter-efficient learning raise a paradigm shift: 161

adopting a unified model to handle multiple tasks. 162

Based on this, we explore to unify document rep- 163

resentation across different tasks and attempts to 164

represent documents as plug-and-play document 165

modules. Delta tuning methods are suitable for 166

PlugD to serve as the document representation. 167
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2.2 Language Representation Learning168

Language representation learning is a fundamen-169

tal NLP task (Bengio et al., 2013; Devlin et al.,170

2019; Radford et al., 2018) that aims to effectively171

represent rich semantics distributed in text and ben-172

efit various downstream tasks. Previous efforts173

attempt to map the language inputs into interme-174

diate distributed features, such as word embed-175

dings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Kiros et al., 2015;176

Pennington et al., 2014; Peters et al., 2018), sen-177

tence embeddings (Conneau et al., 2017; Reimers178

and Gurevych, 2019; Gao et al., 2021), and doc-179

ument embeddings (Dai et al., 2015; Wu et al.,180

2018). These feature-based representations can be181

further used as inputs of downstream task-specific182

models for task adaptation. In recent years, after183

the emergence of powerful PTMs, many efforts184

have been devoted to exploring the use of PTMs to185

encode document semantics (Beltagy et al., 2020;186

Zaheer et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021; Mehta et al.,187

2022), and achieve processing multiple tasks with188

a unified model. However, these methods still rely189

on tuning PTMs into task-specific encoders to en-190

code the same documents multiple times for dif-191

ferent tasks, leading to expensive computational192

cost. Different from previous methods, we explore193

task-agnostic plug-and-play representation learn-194

ing, aiming to achieve a paradigm based on both195

a unified model and unified document representa-196

tions to handle various different tasks.197

3 Methodology198

In this section, we will present the overall frame-199

work of PlugD, and introduce how to conduct plu-200

gin representation learning with a unified PTM201

backbone. Then we show two strategies about how202

to utilize plug-and-play document representations.203

3.1 Preliminary204

We adopt parameter-efficient tuning as our basis205

to obtain both document plugins and task plugins.206

Therefore, in this section, we will briefly introduce207

two typical methods of parameter-efficient tuning,208

including prefix-tuning (Li and Liang, 2021) and209

adapter-tuning (Houlsby et al., 2019), to facilitate210

the introduction of PlugD.211

Prefix-tuning adds several continuous virtual to-212

kens (i.e. trainable vectors) to the input of the multi-213

head attention layer in each transformer block.214

Then, the hidden vectors of original input tokens215

can attend to these virtual tokens to compute out-216

puts. Specifically, we denote the prefix tokens as 217

Pi, the original inputs of the i-th transformer layer 218

as xi. The prefix tokens are concatenated with the 219

key and value of the multi-head attention layer to 220

compute the output hidden states H as follows, 221

H = Attn(xiWq, cat(Pi,xi)Wk, cat(Pi,xi)Wv) (1) 222

where Wq, Wk, and Wv are the parameters of i-th 223

attention layer, cat(·) and Attn(·) respectively refer 224

to the concatenation and attention function. 225

Adapter-tuning proposes to insert some small 226

trainable neural layers into PTMs, named adapter 227

layers. Each adapter layer consists of a down pro- 228

jection layer and an up projection layer. Given the 229

hidden vector h ∈ Rd, where d is the hidden size, 230

the output of adapter layer is calculated as: 231

hout = h+ ϕ(hWdown)Wup, (2) 232

where Wdown ∈ Rd×r, Wup ∈ Rr×d, and r ≪ 233

d refer to the bottleneck dimension. Generally, 234

adapter layers can be inserted after both the output 235

of multi-head attention layers and the output of 236

FFN layers (Houlsby et al., 2019), or only after the 237

output of FFN layers (Pfeiffer et al., 2021). 238

3.2 Overall Framework 239

Our primary goal is to design a framework for plug- 240

and-play representation learning where both task 241

model and documents are pluggable modules of 242

a backbone PTM. As shown in Figure 2, we de- 243

sign PlugD, which consists of three components: 244

PTM backbone, document plugins that contain doc- 245

ument knowledge, and task plugins that can drive 246

the backbone PTM to handle specific tasks. We 247

will present these components below. 248

PTM Backbone PTMs have been proven effec- 249

tive in a wide range of downstream tasks, and raise 250

a paradigm shift to solve multiple tasks with one 251

unified model (Bommasani et al., 2021; Brown 252

et al., 2020; Chowdhery et al., 2022). In view of 253

this, we further explore unifying document repre- 254

sentations across tasks in this paper. PlugD relies 255

on a large-scale PTM, which can serve as a fun- 256

damental infrastructure to perform task adaptation 257

with task-specific plugins. Note that, for our frame- 258

work, any PTM with a large parameter scale can be 259

used as the backbone. 260

Document Plugin Document plugins store docu- 261

ment knowledge and are obtained before utilizing 262

these documents for specific tasks. Inspired by re- 263

cent progress in model interpretation (Petroni et al., 264
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Figure 2: The illustration of PlugD in different stages. The modules with the snowflake symbol are frozen. The
document plugins are generated before fine-tuning and inference and can be injected into PTMs to provide document
knowledge. Here modules in yellow refer to training tasks.

2019; Jiang et al., 2020; Roberts et al., 2020; Dai265

et al., 2022; Mitchell et al., 2022), which claims266

that the parameters of PTMs store vast amounts of267

knowledge, we propose to encode the semantics268

and knowledge of documents into pluggable pa-269

rameters. In this way, when the document plugin of270

a specific document is inserted into the backbone271

PTM, the PTM is empowered with the correspond-272

ing document knowledge.273

Specifically, we represent documents as the pre-274

fix tokens used in Eq. (1). Given a document d275

with L tokens, we first encode the document with276

the backbone PTM to get the raw document rep-277

resentation Hd = {h1, ...,hL}. Then, to map the278

raw representation into the prefix space, we adopt a279

mapping network to project the representation vec-280

tors into prefix tokens: Pd = {p1, ...,pL}, where281

pi = hi + MLP(hi). Similar to prefix-tuning, we282

concatenate these prefix tokens with the original283

hidden vectors for each attention layer.284

Different from encoding documents during task285

adaptation or inference, prefix tokens do not in-286

volve the computation of FFN layers in Trans-287

former. Therefore, these document plugins in the288

form of prefix tokens only increase limited compu-289

tation requirements, whereas PlugD can achieve a290

significant computational speedup as a result. Due291

to the high storage requirement of adding different292

prefix tokens to different attention layers, we share293

Pd for all attention layers. To better integrate the294

semantics of documents and queries for handling295

tasks, document plugins are only inserted in the296

near-top layers of the backbone PTM. Note that, we297

can also utilize other model structures, such as bias298

parameter (Zaken et al., 2022) and LoRA (Hu et al.,299

2021), to represent documents in PlugD, which we300

leave for future work.301

Task Plugin Task plugins store task-specific 302

knowledge that can help the unified model to han- 303

dle specific tasks. Task plugins are randomly ini- 304

tialized and tuned on the task data. During tuning 305

task plugins for downstream tasks, we freeze the 306

parameters of the backbone PTM and the inserted 307

document plugins. Only the task plugin and the 308

mapping network of the document plugin are train- 309

able so that the document plugins can be reused 310

across different tasks. Since parameter-efficient 311

tuning has been widely studied in NLP, more de- 312

tails of learning task plugins for specific tasks can 313

be found in Ding et al. (2022). 314

3.3 Plugin Representation Learning 315

The original PTM does not involve document plu- 316

gins and is not straightforward for plug-and-play 317

representation learning. We further conduct self- 318

supervised learning to empower the PTM to gen- 319

erate task-agnostic document plugins and utilize 320

their knowledge. In this section, we will detail the 321

training procedure. 322

The document plugins are required to provide 323

document knowledge for query understanding. 324

Therefore, we design two self-supervised tasks, re- 325

quiring the model to integrate information from 326

both queries and documents. Specifically, given 327

a document with n sentences, d = {s1, ..., sn}, 328

we first randomly select k sentences as queries 329

q = {sq1, ..., s
q
k} and utilize the remaining sen- 330

tences as context, c = {sc1, ..., scn−k}, to generate 331

the document plugin, Pc. Then we require the 332

model to perform the following tasks based on the 333

query and document plugin. 334

Masked query prediction. Like masked lan- 335

guage model (MLM) (Devlin et al., 2019; Raffel 336

et al., 2020), we randomly replace spans from the 337

query as special mask tokens, and require the model 338

to recover the original spans. And the loss is same 339
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as original MLM loss. Here, a high mask rate is340

required. If the mask rate is low, the model can341

predict the masked spans solely based on the query342

content and does not need to utilize knowledge343

from the document plugin.344

Inverse context prediction. The task requires345

the model to predict the relation between queries346

and contexts. Given the query q, and the document347

plugin Pc′ generated from context c′, the model is348

required to predict whether q and c′ comes from349

the same document. We concatenate the prompts350

“Do the following sentences come from the docu-351

ment?” with the query, and require the model to352

output “yes” or “no”. We adopt the cross-entropy353

classification loss for this task.354

Besides, to avoid catastrophic forgetting for355

tasks which do not involve documents, we also356

adopt the vallina masked language model objective357

to train model. The model is trained in a multi-task358

fashion, and the final training loss is the sum of359

three tasks. During plugin representation learning,360

the document plugins are generated in real-time for361

different documents. All parameters are tuned for362

plugin representation learning. After that, the doc-363

ument representations can be calculated and stored364

for further downstream fine-tuning and inference.365

3.4 Plugging Strategy366

As shown in Figure 2, to fulfill requirements of367

various tasks, we explore two plugging strategies368

to utilize document plugins:369

Plugging during tuning aims to adopt docu-370

ment plugins during tuning for tasks that require371

documents as a necessary part of inputs, such as372

question answering. In this way, given an instance373

with the query and document as inputs, we first374

insert the corresponding document plugin D, com-375

puted before fine-tuning, into the backbone PTM.376

Then we learn task plugins with the task-specific377

objectives. The task plugins will be trained to cap-378

ture context from the document plugins. The docu-379

ments are encoded only once before downstream380

tuning, reducing computational costs.381

Plugging after tuning aims to integrate the382

knowledge of document plugins into the down-383

stream models after tuning. The setting is suit-384

able for tasks that do not require documents as385

inputs, but the document knowledge can help im-386

prove the model performance. In this setting, docu-387

ment plugins can directly collaborate with existing388

task plugins. During inference, given an instance,389

Datasets Train Test Task

SQuAD2.0 130.3k 118.7k QA
RACE 87.9k 4.9k QA
IMDB 250.0k 250.0k TC
DBPedia 560.0k 70.0k TC
MSMarco 532.8k 59.3k Rank
Wiki80 8.0k 16.0k RE
Wiki-ET 860.0k 68.2k ET

Table 1: The statistics of evaluation datasets. Here QA,
TC, RE, ET refer to question answering, text classifica-
tion, relation extraction, entity typing, respectively.

we directly insert related document plugins into the 390

PTM to achieve knowledge injection. This setting 391

does not require additional training for task plugins 392

and can be used to inject various knowledge. 393

4 Experiments 394

4.1 Evaluation Datasets 395

As shown in Table 1, we evaluate PlugD on 7 396

datasets of 5 typical NLP tasks, including 3 tasks, 397

which require documents as necessary inputs, for 398

plugging during tuning setting, and 2 tasks, where 399

documents can serve as additional knowledge, for 400

plugging after tuning setting. For plugging during 401

tuning, we adopt three typical document-level tasks 402

for evaluation: question answering, text classifica- 403

tion, and document ranking. For question answer- 404

ing, we adopt widely used datasets, SQuAD2.0 (Ra- 405

jpurkar et al., 2018), and RACE (Lai et al., 2017). 406

We use F1 scores, exact match scores (EM), and 407

no answer F1 scores (NA_F1) for SQuAD2.0 and 408

accuracy for RACE as metrics. For text classifi- 409

cation, we adopt a sentiment classification dataset, 410

IMDB (Maas et al., 2011), and a topic classifica- 411

tion dataset, DBPedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) with 412

accuracy as the metric. For document ranking, we 413

adopt a large-scale passage reranking dataset, MS- 414

Marco (Nguyen et al., 2016) with mean reciprocal 415

ranking (MRR@10) as the metric. We also com- 416

pute the average performance scores on these 5 417

datasets to evaluate the overall performance. 418

For plugging after tuning, we adopt two 419

knowledge-intensive tasks, relation extraction, and 420

entity typing, to evaluate PlugD. For relation classi- 421

fication, we utilize Wiki80 (Han et al., 2018) with 422

accuracy as metric for evaluation, which contains 423

80 relation types. For entity typing, we utilize Wiki- 424

ET (Xin et al., 2018) for evaluation, which contains 425

68 fine-grained entity types. We adopt precision 426

(P), recall (R), and F1 scores as metrics for entity 427

typing. Both two tasks are entity-oriented. We 428
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Setting Models SQuAD2.0 RACE IMDB DBPedia MSMarco AverageEM F1 NA_F1 Acc. Acc. Acc. MRR@10

Task-
Specific

ED2LM 74.30 77.78 61.58 73.81 95.71 99.24 36.89 76.69
LateInter 73.00 76.44 61.19 74.43 93.11 99.31 33.71 75.40

Task-
Agnostic

ED2LM-T 68.20 72.35 60.84 71.73 95.36 99.21 35.37 74.80
LateInter-T 72.92 76.13 61.62 73.67 93.94 99.30 32.80 75.17
All-Hidden 71.34 76.33 61.92 76.29 95.33 99.24 35.35 76.51
PlugD 76.06 79.89 62.33 77.82 95.58 99.25 35.98 77.70

Table 2: The main results of our proposed PlugD and baselines for plugging during tuning.

adopt entity information as knowledge base to im-429

prove performance. We encode entity description430

in Wikidata5M (Wang et al., 2021b) for document431

plugins to provide knowledge after tuning.432

4.2 Training Details433

We utilize the widely used T5-large (Raffel et al.,434

2020), as our PTM backbone and adapters as our435

task plugins. We conduct plugin representation436

learning on a large-scale dataset, C4 (Raffel et al.,437

2020) for 28k steps. We set the mask rate of438

masked query prediction task as 0.5. We train and439

tune models with half precision floating point on440

NVIDIA A100 GPUs. We set the learning rate as441

10−4 and batch size as 1024. We use Adam to opti-442

mize our models. All the downstream models are443

tuned with adapters. The bottleneck dimension of444

adapters is set as 32. Please refer to the Appendix445

for details.446

4.3 Baselines447

Plugging during tuning. Here we compare PlugD448

with two representative dual models, which en-449

code queries and documents separately to generate450

query-agnostic but task-specific document repre-451

sentation. 1) ED2LM (Hui et al., 2022) utilize452

the encoder-decoder architecture, where the docu-453

ments are inputted into the encoder and queries are454

inputted into the decoder. 2) LateInter (Khattab455

and Zaharia, 2020) first independently encodes the456

queries and documents using the first several layers457

of pre-trained model, and then fuses the informa-458

tion together with the last two layers. 3) To make459

ED2LM and LateInter task-agnostic, we freeze the460

parameters of document encoders and only tune pa-461

rameters in the decoder. In this way, the generated462

document representation can be used across tasks.463

We denote these two models for task-agnostic repre-464

sentation as ED2LM-T and LateInter-T. 4) PlugD465

regards the generated document representation as466

prefix tokens. To verify the effectiveness, we also467

compare our method with a competitive baseline,468

which preserves all hidden vectors of documents 469

as document plugins and inserts the vectors into 470

the PTM layer-by-layer to fuse the query-document 471

information. We denote the method as All-Hidden. 472

Plugging after tuning. We attempt to inject un- 473

structured textual knowledge into PTMs without ad- 474

ditional model tuning. Existing methods mainly fo- 475

cus on enhancing PTMs with structural knowledge 476

during pre-training or fine-tuning (Zhang et al., 477

2019; Wang et al., 2021a; Bosselut et al., 2019). 478

These methods require retraining the downstream 479

models to achieve knowledge injection, which thus 480

cannot be easily adopted in this setting. Therefore, 481

we compare PlugD with the following baseline 482

models: 1) Original models (Adapter) do not in- 483

ject knowledge for inference. 2) Concat trains the 484

models without knowledge injection. After tuning, 485

Concat directly concatenates the sentence and en- 486

tity description together as inputs. 3) All-Hidden 487

preserves the hidden vectors of the entity descrip- 488

tion from all layers, and inserts these vectors into 489

the self-attention layers. 490

4.4 Plugging during Tuning 491

We present the comparison results between base- 492

line models and PlugD in Table 2. From this table, 493

we can observe that: (1) Our proposed PlugD can 494

significantly outperform baseline models for task- 495

agnostic representation on almost all downstream 496

tasks. Besides, PlugD can also achieve comparable 497

or even superior results with task-specific models, 498

while reducing lots of computational costs for fine- 499

tuning. The results suggest that PlugD can effec- 500

tively capture document semantics and inject them 501

into the PTM to provide context. (2) Both ED2LM 502

and LateInter degrade performance significantly 503

in task-agnostic setting. It indicates that plug-and- 504

play representation learning is quite challenging, 505

and the document information provided by these 506

two methods can not be well utilized by the PTM. 507

(3) All-Hidden can achieve competitive results in 508

the task-agnostic setting and outperform other base- 509
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Datasets Wiki80 Wiki-ET
Acc. P R F1

Adapter 86.32 79.24 72.22 75.55
Concat 86.78 80.44 69.70 74.69
All-Hidden 86.66 81.46 72.22 76.56

PlugD 87.54 80.92 75.57 78.15

Table 3: The results for plugging after tuning.

lines. It shows that representing documents as plu-510

gins to provide context is effective, even though511

the model has not been trained to generate plugins.512

However, as All-Hidden has to store hidden vec-513

tors from all layers, it requires 24× storage cost514

than PlugD and thus is unsuitable for real-world515

application. Besides, we highlight the importance516

of plugin representation learning tasks, which en-517

able PlugD to outperform All-Hidden significantly.518

(4) For some tasks which do not require complex519

reasoning, including text classification, all models520

can achieve comparable results. But on challenging521

tasks, including question answering and document522

reranking, our proposed PlugD cannot consistently523

achieve superior results to task-specific methods,524

suggesting that there still require future efforts for525

plug-and-play document representation.526

4.5 Plugging after Tuning527

The comparison results are shown in Table 3. From528

the results, we can observe that: 1) The baseline529

models cannot achieve consistent improvement on530

two tasks. The plugging after tuning setting re-531

quires to inject knowledge after downstream tun-532

ing, which leads to the gap between training and533

evaluation. Thus, this setting is challenging and534

straightforward methods are not suitable for this535

setting. 2) PlugD can achieve significant improve-536

ment on both two datasets (1.22 accuracy improve-537

ments on Wiki80, and 2.60 F1 improvements on538

Wiki-ET). It indicates that the document plugins539

can capture useful knowledge from the entity infor-540

mation and inject it into the PTM. It is worthy of541

note that we can insert various textual knowledge542

into the downstream models via PlugD.543

4.6 Ablation Study544

In this section, we conduct an ablation study to545

verify the effectiveness of our proposed plugin rep-546

resentation learning tasks. We show the results547

of the models, which are trained without inverse548

context prediction (w/o ICP), or are not further549

trained (w/ None). As there is no significant per-550

Datasets SQuAD2.0 RACE MSMarco

PlugD 79.89 77.82 35.98
w/o ICP 79.78 77.84 35.28
w/ None 78.19 76.41 34.85

Table 4: The results of ablation study.

formance difference on text classification, we only 551

present the results on question answering and doc- 552

ument reranking tasks. 553

The results are shown in Table 4. We can find 554

that 1) PlugD with no further trainig leads to a sig- 555

nificant performance drop, which further indicates 556

that the proposed training task can help the PTM 557

to generate and acquire knowledge from the doc- 558

ument plugins. 2) PlugD with no further trainig 559

can still achieve comparable results with the All- 560

Hidden, the best performing baseline model, while 561

reducing the storage cost. The results prove that 562

the proposed framework is effective in plug-and- 563

play representation. Both the training task and 564

framework empower PlugD to generate document 565

plugins with sufficient semantics. 3) PlugD with- 566

out ICP leads to performance drop on document 567

reranking task, while has limited impact on ques- 568

tion answering tasks. As the ICP task is similar 569

to the reranking task, and thus ICP can serve as 570

a method for data augmentation. We encourage 571

future researchers to propose more effective tasks 572

to improve the performance of plug-and-play docu- 573

ment representation. 574

4.7 Transferability Analysis 575

In this section, we want to explore the effectiveness 576

of training tasks on document representation trans- 577

ferability. Here we present the results of ED2LM, 578

which can outperform other baselines. Specifically, 579

we train the task-specific document encoder on a 580

source task, and then reuse the encoder on other tar- 581

get tasks to continually train the rest of the model. 582

The results are shown in Figure 3. 583

From the results, we can observe that 1) The 584

non-diagonal values of the matrix are consistently 585

smaller than the diagonal values. It suggests that 586

training the document encoder with existing super- 587

vised tasks can hardly benefit other target tasks. 588

PlugD trained with two self-supervised objectives 589

can provide transferable document representation 590

and achieve superior results, which indicates the 591

effectiveness of our proposed plugin representation 592

learning tasks. 2) The document encoders trained 593

on the question answering task perform better than 594
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Figure 4: The average scores and FLOPs for each
method. The models are arranged in reverse order of
computational cost.

encoders trained on other tasks. It indicates that595

training with challenging tasks may lead to better596

performance, which we leave for future work.597

4.8 Computational Cost598

In this section, we compare the computational cost599

of the methods. Here, we present the floating point600

operations (FLOPs) required to process one data601

in downstream task tuning for each method. We602

assume that the document, query, and answer con-603

tain 512, 48, and 32 tokens, respectively. These604

methods adopt T5-large model as the backbone.605

The results are shown in Figure 4. From this606

figure, we observe that: 1) The methods for task-607

agnostic representation require much less computa-608

tional cost than methods for task-specific represen-609

tation. That is because methods for task-agnostic610

representation can generate document representa-611

tion before fine-tuning and do not require to en-612

code documents multiple times. Especially, our613

method PlugD can achieve 3.23× speed up (139.3614

GFLOPs vs. 450.7 GFLOPs). 2) The methods615

for task-agnostic representation generally are infe-616

rior to task-specific methods. Our proposed PlugD617

can achieve better average scores than all baseline618

Datasets RACE Tuning Inference
Acc. FLOPs FLOPs

ED2LM 73.81 450.8 114.9
PlugD 77.82 139.3 139.3

T5-base 73.87 131.6 131.6
T5-large 81.16 453.1 453.1

Table 5: Comparison between our method with query-
specific methods.

(77.70 vs. 76.69) and preserve low computational 619

cost. It indicates that PlugD can effectively capture 620

document knowledge and further inject it into PTM 621

to perform downstream adaptation. 622

4.9 Comparison with Query-Specific Model 623

In this section, we compare PlugD with the query- 624

specific models, which concatenate the query and 625

document together as the model inputs, which even 626

need to encode the documents multiple times for 627

different queries. We present the accuracy on the 628

challenging question-answering dataset, RACE. 629

The results are shown in Table 5. From the re- 630

sults, we can find that 1) Query-agnostic models, in- 631

cluding ED2LM and PlugD can achieve significant 632

speedup for inference than corresponding query- 633

specific models with the same model size. And our 634

task-agnostic model can further reduce the com- 635

putational costs of downstream task tuning. 2) 636

Though there is a gap between the performance 637

of PlugD and the query-specific model with the 638

same parameter size, PlugD can significantly out- 639

perform the query-specific model with similar com- 640

putational cost. It indicates that training large-scale 641

PTMs under plug-and-play representation learning 642

is a promising direction, and can effectively and 643

efficiently handle document-level tasks. 644

5 Conclusion 645

In this paper, we explore a new paradigm, named 646

plug-and-play representation learning, which aims 647

to represent documents as pluggable modules for 648

PTMs. In plug-and-play representation learning, 649

we can get rid of encoding the same document mul- 650

tiple times for different tasks and achieve using a 651

unified model and unified representation for dif- 652

ferent tasks. The extensive experiments prove that 653

our proposed PlugD can significantly reduce the 654

computational cost and effectively inject document 655

knowledge into PTMs to improve performance. In 656

the future, we will explore more effective plugin 657

representation learning tasks and frameworks for 658

plug-and-play representation learning. 659
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A Implementation Details 925

In this section, we introduce the implementation 926

details for downstream task tuning. We adopt 927

adapters (Houlsby et al., 2019) to perform task 928

adaptation. Specifically, following Pfeiffer et al. 929

(2021), we add the adapters after the layernorm 930

operation of self-attention layers and feed-forward 931

layers. The parameters of adapters are initialized 932

following a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with 933

standard deviation as 10−2. The learning rate is 934

selected from {10−4, 2× 10−4, 10−3}. The batch 935

size for downsteram tasks is set as 64. We report 936

the results of checkpoints which achieve best per- 937

formance on the validation set. And for datasets 938

without the validation set, we directly use the test 939

data for validation. We implement the models with 940

ModelCenter 2, a efficient implementation for big 941

models. 942

SQuAD2.0 We train the model on SQuAD2.0 fol- 943

lowing a sequence-to-sequence paradigm, where 944

the inputs are documents and questions, and the out- 945

puts are the answers. We set the maximum length 946

of documents as 512, the maximum length of ques- 947

tions as 48, and the maximum length of answers as 948

20. During evaluation, we adopt the greedy decod- 949

ing strategy. Besides, we will make the generated 950

answers lowercase, and remove punctuation, arti- 951

cles and extra blank character for evaluation. 952

RACE RACE is a multi-choice question answer- 953

ing dataset. And we inputs the documents, ques- 954

tions, options into models, and use the decoding 955

scores of “right” token as the option scores. Then 956

the cross-entropy function is adopted on the logit 957

of four options to predict the final answers. 958

IMDB and DBPedia IMDB and DBPedia are 959

two text classification datasets. For IMDB, we 960

adopt the decoding scores of “positive” and “neg- 961

ative” tokens as the scores for sentiment classifi- 962

cation. For DBPedia, which contains 14 types of 963

documents, we use the decoding scores of the first 964

token in the type name as scores for classification. 965

MSMarco MSMarco is a large-scale reranking 966

dataset. In this paper, we adopt the passage ranking 967

set for evaluation. Following previous work (Hui 968

et al., 2022), we use BM25 to generate the top1000 969

candidates for each query, and we utilize the check- 970

points which are trained for 10, 000 steps for eval- 971

2https://github.com/OpenBMB/ModelCenter
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uation. We train the model with a binary classifica-972

tion objective. The maximum length of documents973

is set as 256.974

Wiki80 Wiki80 is a large-scale relation extrac-975

tion dataset, which contains 80 relation types. We976

follow the data split of (Zhang et al., 2019). Simi-977

lar to DBPedia, we use the decoding scores of the978

first token in the relation name as the classification979

scores. And we directly concatenate the descrip-980

tion of the head entity and tail entity to generate981

document plugs.982

Wiki-ET Wiki-ET is a fine-grained entity typing983

dataset, which contains 68 entity types. We for-984

mulate the task as a multi-label text classification985

problem. We adopt binary cross-entropy loss to986

optimize the models.987

B Limitation988

In this paper, we explore a new paradigm, play-989

and-play representation learning, which aims to990

represent documents as plugins for large-scale pre-991

trained language models. However, there are some992

limitation of our proposed method. Though our993

method can outperform other query-agnostic meth-994

ods, but can not outperform the query-specific995

method with the same model size, which still need996

future exploration. Besides, in this paper, we im-997

plement the model with Adapter as the task plugin998

and prefix as the document plugin. It is worthy of999

exploration that how do other delta tuning method1000

perform in plug-and-plug representation learning.1001

In the future, we will still devote effort to plug-1002

and-plug representation learning to promote the1003

future progress in large-scale pre-trained language1004

models.1005
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